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QUESTION 1

Refer to the exhibit. 

Symantec Data Loss Prevention\\'s four phases of risk reduction model provides a blueprint for identifying and
remediating key risk areas without disrupting legitimate business activity. 

According to best practices, which option should be enabled during the baseline phase of policy risk reduction? 

A. change automated email responses 

B. EDM/IDM detection 

C. use secure storage 

D. enable auto-encryption 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

You are managing a Storage Foundation 5.0 using Storage Foundation Management Server on Solaris 10. You need to
manage hosts with different domain names from the Storage Foundation Management Server. What should you do? 
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A. Modify the hosts file in the /etc directory. 

B. Modify the resolv.conf in the /etc directory. 

C. Modify the nsswitch.conf in the /etc directory. 

D. Modify the system in the /etc directory. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

You need to create a new volume. The new volume will only use disks on controller 1. You want to execute the vxassist
command with the ctlr:c1 storage attribute. You want to ensure that the command provides desired output. 

What should you ensure to meet the required goal? 

A. Ensure that storage attribute is a part of the disk group. 

B. Ensure that storage attribute is a part of the plex. 

C. Ensure that storage attribute is a part of the disk. 

D. Ensure that storage attribute is a part of the volume. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

You are consulted by a development environment administrator about a test server with Storage Foundation installed.
The development administrator is facing difficulty in making changes to a complex configuration. You are required to
identify the problem with the process of changing the existing configuration. What would you do to perform this task? 

A. Use vxprint to visually inspect the configuration of the disk group\\'s objects. 

B. Issue the command "vxse_drl1 run" and save the output of the rule as a text file, documenting rule violations as
actionable issues. 

C. Issue the command "vxse_dg1 run" and save the output of the rule as a text file, documenting rule violations as
actionable issues. 

D. Issue the command "vxse_disklog run" and save the output of the rule as a text file, documenting rule violations as
actionable issues. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

The datavol volume is in the datadg disk group. A VxFS file system is mounted on the datavol volume. You need to
increase the length of a datavol volume because it is not large enough for the amount of data to be stored on it. 
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Which statement is correct for this situation? 

A. You cannot resize a volume by using VEA. You must use the command line to perform this task. 

B. When you resize the volume using VEA, the file system is also resized by default. 

C. You can resize the volume using VEA, but the file system cannot be resized using VEA. 

D. You can use VEA and vxassist command to resize the volume. 

Correct Answer: D 
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